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'Tap' honors art form; sequel mired in gore
By Judith Trojan
NC News
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globs of unnecessary gore.
A sequel to "The Fly," released in
1986, "The Fly II" picks up with the birth
of the original mutant fly-man's baby,
Martin Brundle (Eric Stoltz). Born in the
lab owned by industrialist Anton Bartok
(Lee Richardson), Martin is raised and
studied like a lab animal but evolves into a
brilliant scientist out to crack his father's
unique teleportation device. e
When the boy realizes that his life is not
really his own, he sets out to free himself
from his damaged chromosomes and Bartok's exploitation. This is heady sci-fi material that incorporates such classic elements as a sympathetic, larger-than-life
monster (a man-sized fly), a nasty, natty
villain who "seems to be at his desk 24
hours a day, dramatic music and a feisty
girlfriend (Daphne Zuniga) who protects
and loves the metamorphosing protagonist
despite his insect blood.
Aside from the unnecessary gore, the
test use of the teleportation device to transform lab animals into protoplasm is frightening, especially if kids mistakenly see this
film and attempt the same trick in their
moms' microwave ovens. Children should
be kept away from this film at all costs, especially in its future videocassette incarnation.
Due to much gratuitous gore, an equally
gratuitous sexual encounter and some
rough language, the USCC classification is
O — morally offensive. The MPAA rating
is R — restricted.

NEW YORK - If you're looking for a
film that will sending you out of the theater
smiling and strutting your stuff, don't miss
"Tap" (Tri-Star), starring the electrifying
dancer-actor Gregory Hines.
Showcasing the down-but-never-out art
of tap dancing, "Tap" tracks the return of
ex-con Max Washington (Hines) to his
roots in tap. After a harrowing stint in Sing
Sing for a botched robbery and prison assault, Max is torn between the tap legacy of
his talented father and the big bucks promised by his mobster friends.
Although tantalized by the lure of easy
money and confounded by his father's virtuous life in poverty, Max still feels a compulsion to tap. He reconnects tentatively
with a community of veteran tappers and
attempts to rekindle a past romance with
Amy (Suzzanne Douglas), a dancer and
Single mom with a sassy young son, Louis
(Sayion Glover). Formerly teamed with
Amy in a black Fred and Ginger tap act,
Max helped raise Amy's son, but left them
when he mistakenly thought crime paid
better dividends?
1
All are skeptical ofRtax's future except
Amy's father, Little Mo (Sammy Davis
Jr.), who recognizes Max's extraordinary
gift and potential to help synthesize old and
new into a contemporary style of tap dancing.
' Although this good vs. evil scenario is
familiar and simplistic, it's so nicely blenTri-Star Pictures/NC News
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Cathedral organ concert to feature music for weddings
ROCHESTER -- Sacred Heart Cathedral, 296 Flower City Park, Rochester,
will host a wedding music concert Sunday,
Feb. 26, at 2 p.m. The concert will include
selections of organ processionals and
recessionals, as well as psalms, hymns and
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acclamations appropriate for weddings.
Dr. J. William Greene, organist and
choirmaster at the cathedral, will perform
and direct. The soloists will be Cheryl
Heyhurst, Kristen Kessler and Ruth
O'Brien. Heyhurst and Terrance Keach
will be the cantors.
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